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ABSTRACT

Virtual money is an actual money that a person own but in a form of a plastic card, an online account and a token or a ticket. Referring to the cash-base system, it is full of fraud and money scam activity. It even happens in a smaller division of a human population which are among family members. For example, when a child decided to do a money scam towards their parents by asking for extra money for what they actually needed to pay for school internal fee and with today’s technology, they can easily recreate a receipt of the payment based on the amount of money they have scammed. In this Cashless Payment Transaction (CPaT) in a school based on Low Frequency (LF) RFID Technology system, the system offers a virtual money transaction in the plastic card form and allows the transaction to be monitored by parents with the help of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, MySQL database and Email notification system. The MySQL database is paired with the PHP programming language where the calculation for deduction credit will be done before being updated to the RFID card and MySQL database. As a result, the system will allow a cash-free transaction for school payment activity and allow parents to monitor their child spending activity and nutrition intake via MySQL database that are designed based on Graphical User Interface (GUI) within one minute after the transaction is successfully done.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The e-banking revolution, according to [1], is a tool for banks to attract and retain customers [2]. It is related to the competition among commercial banks, where consumers have the ability to become bankers, since diversity in e-banking for consumers is beyond conventional banking boundaries [3-5]. A secured and convenient way of making payments is the cashless transaction. Cashless transactions are way of making payments without the use of physical cash, a gateway to technological advancement in the field of world economy [6]. A cashless payment is a behavioural change in the people where people eliminate usage of money as a medium of exchange for goods and services by allowing electronic transfer payments or non electronic payment via cheques [7]. Most of the research [8], suggests that even though cashless payments are growing rapidly across the world, hard currency remains resilient. By adopting electronic payment system an economy leads to a cashless society. Cashless payment might have a positive impact on economic activities [9] but it also provide an opportunity for corruption [10], caused bankruptcy among youth and reduced policy control of the monetary system [11]. Others research is about adoption of mobile payment services. The rapid adoption of mobile phones and their role in the development of personal and professional activities has been one of the

most important technological events in recent decades [12]. There is abundant international research focusing primarily on the factors that influence the adoption of mobile payment services [13-15] however, evidence is almost non-existent to suggest that similar studies have been conducted in an emerging market such as that of South Africa.

The technological advancement has coincided with currency reform throughout human history. The advent of writing in early Mesopotamia provided new ways to number commodities, forming the basis of accounting [16]. This finding has allowed the human population today to experience virtual money system. Virtual money system is a new beginning towards a futuristic school environment. Therefore, the Cashless Payment Transaction (CPaT) in a school based on Low Frequency (LF) RFID Technology offers a system that totally utilized the advantage of virtual money with the help of RFID technology. RFID is a short form for Radio Frequency Identification. It operates at different frequency band or spectrum depending on its type. To allow a transaction activity with secure principle, it is advisable to use a Low Frequency RFID (LF RFID) [17]. A LF RFID operates at 125 kHz of frequency. It is advisable due to the fact that a contactless transaction needed to be in a close range of transaction to avoid any scam acted upon it [18]. LF RFID offers a short-range reading and it works best on item tagging. Moreover, it is supported by multiple international and industry standard. Thus, conclude that the utilization of it can be maximized. In this project, RFID technology is used as the medium to make every transaction took place at school to replace the cash-based system with a cashless-based system.

A cashless-based system is a system that allows a transaction to happen without the presence of actual money. It is also equipped with Automated Data Collection (ADC) system, where for every transaction happened, everything will be recorded thoroughly in the database system. ADC is a system that automatically collects the required details and stores it in the manner as it was programmed [19]. This helps user to monitor their money flow in an organized manner. In advance, the database system also allows user to have access to it at anytime and anywhere. Looking back to the school environment, the person who will be interested in monitoring the money flow is the students’ parents. Thus, the implementation of CPaT to school environment will allow parents to have access to their children finance activity and even their nutrition activity as CPaT will record thoroughly for every activity being acted upon. CPaT is a system that featuring a virtual cash in school implementation with an accurate transaction and data collection. Moreover, it offers a secure transaction process due to it operates in low frequency that enable a transaction to be made only in a short range of distance [20]. The objective of this project is to implement a cashless system towards students at school level with the help of LF RFID technology and database system.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This cashless monitoring system is designed to help parents monitor their child financial activities. The current transaction system used among school student is a cash-based system, which means, all transaction happen is by using actual money. This system has caused numbers of problem. Thus, CPaT were invented to overcome the problem that may arise. CPaT offer both automatic and manual approach to pay, which for automatic approach, student were needed to flash their RFID card, while for manual approach, student were required to enter their card number. Figure 1(a) below shows the overall system for both automatic and manual approach.

It begins with the student choosing an item to purchase or to do transaction for any internal school fee (i.e. PIBG fee). Once the item has been chosen, student will flash their card to RFID reader (automatic approach) or the student will key in their card number (manual approach) to make payment for the chosen item. Next, the system will read the card or the key in number and collect the payment via the credit hold by the card number. The transaction is successful if the card has enough credit. A successful transaction will result in data uploaded to the MySQL database, current credit will be deducted according to the item price and current credit will be updated in both card and database. Once the database updated the current credit, it will compare the current credit with credit limit (i.e RM5.00). If the credit has not reached the credit limit, no action took place. However, when the transaction is failed or unsuccessful, two conditions applied. First, the card is not flashed correctly, the student will need to reflash their card to the reader. Second, if the card has not enough credit, an Email will be sent to student parents. Parents will transfer credit to student card via online transfer system using the parent device with internet connection. Lastly, the student can proceed to do the transaction.

The figure 1(b) shows the topup flowchart. It begins with parent selecting the topup button. The topup button will let parent choose which child to be topup. Once the child has been selected, the amount to be topup were needed to be selected (i.e. RM 5.00, RM 10.00, etc). Lastly, once parents are confirmed by the selected amount, the topup amount will be added to student card id automatically. The impotence if this system are to allow an on going monitoring activity, where parents can monitor their child spending and nutrition intake at anywhere and anytime. Moreover, it also allows parents to have access to their child current account status.
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with the help of email notification. The email notification will be sent to parents once the system detecting an insufficient amount of credit from student card Id. Next, parents can easily add a topup to their child card via online credit transfer. All data of child spending activity including topup from parents’ are stored in the history page in the MySQL database. Next, the data stored in the database is fetched to webpage via php script and can be view by parents at anywhere and anytime.

![Flowchart of the overall system and Top up flowchart](image)

Figure 1. (a) Flowchart of the overall system and (b) Top up flowchart

In this system, the hardware part is focusing on the RFID reader, RFID card and keyboard. Where only student is owned a RFID card. The card will be flashed to RFID reader or student enter their student ID via keyboard as manually to make a transaction. The software part of the system involves the MySQL database, the Xampp Server and the notepad++ software. The webpage is designed and developed with the help of notepad++ software, where all coding is written and tested. The coding are the combination of PHP language and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) [21]. Once the code is completely written, the file is saved in php format before it can be display using XAMPP localhost server. To test the webpage, a localhost server is needed. This system uses xampp localhost server as the platform to display the webpage. XAMPP is a free and open source cross-platform web server developed by Apache Friends and interpreters for PHP language script [22]. The localhost will fetch needed file to be displayed on the webpage under the file name xampp.

As referred to the database used, phpMyAdmin were chosen due to a free software tool written in PHP language, intended to handle the administration of MySQL over the Web [23]. The phpMyAdmin supports a wide range of operations on MySQL and MariaDB. Frequently used operations in managing databases, tables, columns, relations, indexes, users, permissions and can be performed via the user interface, while user still have the ability to directly execute any SQL statement [24].

---
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

CPaT system involves both hardware and software in the process of developing it. Software is the sequence of codes or instructions, while hardware is a tool, machinery, and other durable equipment used as a physical identity to interpret software action [25]. The system begins with choosing user interface. As shown in Figure 2, the user was given two choices which are to enter the system as a seller or parent. Once the user has chosen their login selection, the user will be brought to a login page.

![Figure 2. User selection interface](image)

3.1. Seller Interface

Once clicking a seller login icon, the user will enter the system as the seller. Here, users will be brought to seller login page as shown in Figure 3(a). The login page requires the user to enter a valid username and password or register an account as shown in Figure 3(b). After successfully creating an account, user will be brought back to login page to enter a registered username and password before the user can have access to the seller system.

![Figure 3. (a) Seller login page and (b) Seller registration page](image)

After successfully login into the system, user will be brought to seller dashboard page. Here, user was displayed with the list of item that are available in the seller system as shown in Figure 4(a). On the left side of the page, user is displayed with tab page selection as shown on Figure 4(b). The tab page selection will bring user to dashboard and transaction page accordingly.

As for the Transaction tab, users will be brought to the transaction page as shown in Figure 5. Here, the user will click the scan product button located at the bottom right of the page to add item into the cart. Once the button is clicked, Figure 6(a) is displayed for the user to choose an item to be added to cart. Lastly, if the submit button is pressed, Figure 5 will be updated with items to be bought. If nasi goreng was chosen, the subtotal, tax, and total price of the chosen item is as shown in Figure 6(b). Now, there are two conditions apply, whether to proceed with making payment by clicking the submit payment button that are located next to the scan product button or cancel the transaction by clicking the cancel button that are located on the left side of the page.
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Once the submit payment button is pressed, Figure 7(a) will popup. Here is when the automatic or manual method of detecting student id applies. If the students’ card is available, they can simply flash their card to the RFID reader, and the system will automatically detect their students’ ID. Else, the user will key in the student’s id manually. If the id is valid and the card has a sufficient amount in it, the green notification in Figure 7(b) will be displayed on top of the page. However, if the id is invalid and the card has an insufficient balance, red and orange notification will be displayed.

If the system detects a sufficient amount, the user may click the submit button as shown in Figure 7(a) to proceed with payment. However, if the system detecting an insufficient amount, it will send an email to parents to acknowledge parents about their child’s current account balance as shown in Figure 8.
3.2. Parent Interface

Here, once user click at parent login icon, the user will enter the system as the parent. Here, users will be brought to parent login page as shown in Figure 9(a). The login page requires the user to enter a valid username and password or register an account as shown in Figure 9(b). After successfully creating an account, users will be brought back to login page to enter a registered username and password before the user can have access to the parent system.

After successfully logging into the system, users will be brought to the parents’ dashboard page as shown in Figure 10(a). Here, the user was displayed by the child monthly spending graph, child card balance and current month usage as shown in Figure 10(b). On the left side of the page, the user is displayed in the tab page selection as shown on Figure 10(a). The tab page selection will bring users to dashboard, Topup, History and register child page accordingly.

Figure 10(b) shows the content of the parent dashboard. On top of the page, a graph of the child monthly usage is recorded. The displayed graph will display a usage history for at least seven months. Next, on the bottom left of the page, child current month usage is displayed. Lastly, on the bottom right of the page, the child card balance will be displayed. The maximum amount of a card can hold is RM 200. Everytime a
transaction is made, both child current month usage and card balance will be automatically updated to the dashboard. As mention earlier, the dashboard tab will display Figure 10(a). The first thing that user need to do is to register their child into the system by clicking the register child tab. Here, users will be brought to register child page as shown in Figure 11. User were needed to fill in some information about their child. Lastly, press submit to complete the registration process.

Figure 10. (a) Scan product page and (b) Amount of payment

Figure 11. Parent registration page
Next, after successfully register a child, the Topup tab will brought user to option of which child to be topup as shown in Figure 12(a) and once user has select a child, the system brought user to the topup page as shown in Figure 12(b). Here, user can choose the amount to be added to the selected child account (i.e. RM5.00). Next, user may proceed by clicking the submit button. If the amount to be topup has exceed the maximum amount of the account which is RM 200, the system will pop up an alert notification to inform the card is reach maximum amount and the topup process will be discard. Else, the topup will be added to student current balance, and here, only the card balance in the dashboard page will be updated.

![Figure 12. (a) Child to be topup option and (b) Topup amount selection page](image)

Lastly, all transactions took place in the seller interface (i.e. from the transaction page) and transaction from parent interface (i.e. from the topup page) is summarized and recorded in the history page. The user simply click the history tab to choose which child history to be viewed, and Figure 13 is displayed all transactions made for the whole month.

![Figure 13. Exceed maximum card amount notification](image)

### 4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a cashless system towards students at school level with the help of LF RFID technology and database system. Generally, this Cashless Payment Transaction (CPaT) in school based on LF RFID Technology is a cashless-based system that allows a transaction to happen at the school environment via virtual money. CPaT is designed to replace the use of actual cash with virtual cash and allow parents to monitor their spending through the transaction data that has been uploaded to the database every time a transaction took place. The system will automatically calculate the current credit left inside the card and alert parent via Email notification once the current credit has reached and pass the credit limit (i.e. RM5.00). Parents will choose to transfer credit to student card through internet transferring or choose to ignore the alert. Once a credit has been transferred, students can continue to do other transaction. There are few recommendations can be added to future implementation of CPaT system which are, record the data in a bar chart or pie chart manner for a better data analyzation purpose, provide a Short Message Service (SMS) notification to replace the Email notification method as the Email method requires internet connection to operate, which cause some limitation for users to get a real time notification. Moreover, the system can also be improved by creating a mobile-base application. Where, users will have access to all information in a single application.
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